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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2544-It could not be the Robotias. They did not 
have this ability. 

The mother brain could only create endless warriors to conquer civilizations 
for the Robotias. 

They were a group of looters in the universe. 

Since it was not the Robotias, it could only be the Soul Devourers. 

However, having been with Lufian for so long, Sylvio was sure that the person 
in front of him was Lufian himself, and he was not wrong. 

So what was the problem? 

Could it be that the other personality hidden in his body had awakened? 

In just a split second, Sylvio thought of a lot of possibilities. 

The most likely reason was that the other personality in Lufian’s body had 
appeared. 

Otherwise, this would never happen. 

“Lufian, you seem to be different from before. You weren’t so domineering 
back then, and you won’t even care about Elora,” Sylvio said lightly. 

“You’re wrong! It’s because I care about Elora that I want to find her and 
protect her.” 

“Really? Have you considered that you would destroy Elora’s chance to rise 
after her failure? You are harming her.” 

“I don’t think I’m harming Elora. As long as I’m here, I’ll satisfy her whatever 
chance encounter she wants in the future,” Lufian replied domineeringly. 

Sylvio was now sure that the other personality in Lufian’s body had escaped 
and was dominating the body. 



Otherwise, judging from Lufian’s original personality, he would never say such 
things. 

‘Gosh/ Sylvio sighed helplessly in his heart. 

Sure enough, every time his vital energy and blood surged, nothing good 
would happen. 

The original problem had yet to pass and a new one has arisen. 

The Robotias and the Soul Devourers were still a threat and now, Lufian’s 
other violent personality has come out to make trouble. 

Blessings never come together, but misfortune never comes on its own either. 

Sylvio knew. 

Perhaps the failure of Elora’s restoration triggered Lufian greatly and that was 
why the other personality hidden in his body could take advantage of him. 

But what should Sylvio do now? 

Lufian’s violent personality appeared before but, at that time, his strength was 
not great, so Sylvio could easily suppress him. 

However, Lufian’s strength had changed drastically. 

Sylvio did not even know which stage he was at. 

So it might not be easy for Sylvio to suppress him now. 

Sylvio was not confident enough to use force on Lufian directly. 

However, telling him the whereabouts of Elora was out of the question either. 
It would be hard to predict what would happen when the two men collided with 
each other. 

The most important thing that Sylvio learned from Elora last time was that she 
was obviously biased towards David. 

If Lufian found out that the woman he had liked for thousands of epochs had 
another man in her heart, the consequences could be disastrous. 



No one could hold back Lufian if he went mad. 

The only way was to delay. 

Sylvio could not let Lufian know that Elora was in The Spirit Cage. 

“You are not Lufian. The real Lufian would not care so little about Elora. He 
will always think about Elora,” Sylvio thought for a while and said. 

“I’m Lufian! I also care about Elora and I want to find her quickly for her own 
good,” Lufian replied. 

“For her own good? If you are really concerned about her, you won’t go and 
sabotage her at this critical moment.” 

“Sylvio, you don’t understand! I have my reasons. You just need to tell me 
where Elora is.” 

“I won’t tell you and you don’t have to pretend anymore. I know who you are! 
We met once.” 

“I told you I am Lufian and I must know the whereabouts of Elora today!” 
Lufian became a little impatient and began to sound serious. 

 


